
The Magic Within the Words
Discover the Magic Words that Help You 

Tell Your Sovereign Stories



We know that words have power. We know that a single word can resonate at 
countless frequencies, only finding its meaning and its truth when it lodges in 
a particular human mind and gets held in a particular human heart. 
 
Words form into verses that shape faiths and cultures. Phrases find a home in 
the minds of children and shape lives. Sentences build books that determine the 
fate of the world. 
 
We've been told that the Word came first. 
 
And yet, we’ve also heard that talk is cheap. We live in an age when we don’t 
know if it’s safe to take people at their word. We’re told not to be so sensitive 
about what people say and, instead, judge people by what they actually do. 

What kind of magic lingers 
in your language?



When we live in a hyper-commodified, advertising-driven, content- 
drenched world full of alternative facts, do words still really matter? Do word 
still retain their *MAGIC*? 
 
In a word: yes. 
 
As a writer and a storyteller, I believe in the power of language. 
 
As a mother and an energy healer, I also believe in the power of the 
senses and feelings that don’t need to be spoken to be experienced. 
 
Thing is, if I can't touch you, I need to tell you. And, for that, I rely on the 
magic of words to express the seen and the unseen. 

Do words still matter? 



As a Magic Maker, I believe that all of us can find and craft the words that 
resonate deep in the heart’s core. 
 
Yes, I call myself a Magic Maker, and words are the ingredients in just about 
every spell I cast. 
 
What about you? Do you believe in magic? Word magic, I mean. 
 
Don't worry, you don’t have to carry a wand and ride a unicorn to the office to 
believe in this kind of magic. (Though that may make it more fun.)  
 
You just need to teach yourself to seek out the words that illuminate, delight, and 
rouse people from their mundane routine. You just need to believe that it's 
possible that small changes in vocabulary just might change the world. 

Do you believe in magic?



The WHY behind all this magic making
 
Your Magic Words are the building blocks of your Sovereign Story. 
 
What is your Sovereign Story? It's the unique truth that has been yours to live and that is 
yours to share. 
 
Your Sovereign Story includes your deep knowing and deep pain. It includes the risks 
you've taken, the safe havens you've created, the healing you've offered and accepted, the 
transformation that you've undergone. It includes all the doubts and all the moments of 
"yes, this is exactly where I am meant to be." 
 
Telling your Sovereign Story is a big, ongoing adventure, and it can be hard to know where 
to begin. 
 
That's why we have the Magic Words. That's why we begin with Magic Words. 
 
 
 



So, what makes a word *magic*?

 - A magic word means something to you 
 

- A magic word reveals a greater story 
 

- A magic word inspires transformation 



Why are you interested in words? 
 
Your goal might be to write something that will reach potential clients, enchant 
readers, or share ideas that will make lives more beautiful, bearable, and bold... 
 
All of these goals are noble and necessary. But before you make these goals a reality you need 
to do something essential first: look within. 
 
For a little while, forget what you know about your ideal client, your marketing plan, and 
your dreams of getting published. 
 
Pick the words that light you up and make you fall in love with language, with humanity, 
with the mysteries of the universe. These are the words that will help you tell the story that 
matters to you. When you tell the story that holds meaning for you, it's going to hold 
meaning for others. 
 
The magic is found when you dare to get real and find the words that reflect who you are. 

Magic words mean something to you



Your magic words will reveal so much about your history, your passions, and your 
dreams, but they also sparkle with greater truths. 
 
A magic word reveals universal wisdom about what makes this life worth living - in 
spite of all the dark headlines and the everyday "meh" of the grind.  
 
Yes, when you're doing this sort of creative magic to understand your own life and 
story, you're actually helping the collective by putting such thoughts into words. 
 
And here's another "greater story" magic trick waiting for you... 
 
When you find a single magic word that encapsulates a moment, an idea, or a feeling, 
you are creating a portal into deeper understanding. By reducing your expansive vision 
into one word, you're opening yourself to tell the story in a whole new way. You may 
be surprised by the vastness of the message you're ready to share once you've dared to 
strip away all those extra details. 
 

Magic words reveal a greater story



Magic words are potent. They convey information. They encourage and embolden you take 
action and help others do the same. 
 
The people I work with could gather together under a grand tent and a sign that says 
"welcome, transformation professionals!" Whether they're therapists, coaches, energy healers, 
body workers, artists, or creative entrepreneurs with a vision for changing the world, they're 
all in the business of transformation. If you've read this far, I have a feeling you belong right 
there with us... 
 
We live in a universe marked by constant change. People will always need help navigating the 
personal and the global shifts happening all around us. 
 
But how will they find you? How will they know you're the one who can offer the inspiration 
and the healing they crave? 
 
Lead with your magic. When you describe what you envision and what you offer and 
sprinkle in some of your signature magic - the words that matter to you -  it makes all the 
difference.  
 
 

Magic words inspire transformation



You’re invited to become a student of magic words and the spells they can cast. 
 
Give yourself the space to notice the words that light you up. Listen to the 
words that expose personal and universal truths. Tune into how those words 
inspire and describe individual and collective evolution. 
 
Lean in and, if you don’t have a wand in your pocket, pull out a pen. 
 
When you seek the magic that's waiting to be discovered within the language 
that swirls around you every day, you illuminate your own experience and you 
become a beacon for everyone who hears your message.

Start with a single word each day

https://www.facebook.com/groups/magicwordsproject/


First, the #7MagicWords Challenge

Be part of the seasonal #7MagicWords Challenges and join 
the Magic Words Project community on Facebook where 
we use our words to set an intention or to reflect on the 
wisdom of each day.  

Then, the Sovereign Writers Circle
Single words want to be strung together with their sisters 
into sovereign stories... and that is why I've founded the 
Sovereign Writers Circle. It's an online haven for healers 
who write and writers who heal. We come together to 
develop your writing practice and turn the sparkles of 
inspiration into the stories that change lives.

LEARN MORE

https://www.facebook.com/groups/magicwordsproject/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/magicwordsproject/
http://marisagoudy.com/join-the-sovereign-writers-circle
http://marisagoudy.com/join-the-sovereign-writers-circle
http://marisagoudy.com/join-the-sovereign-writers-circle


Meet the Magic Maker

Marisa is a writing coach & story healer who helps 
transformation professionals tell stories that matter. 
Through her Sovereign Storytelling method, she 
empowers therapists, healers, coaches and other creative 
entrepreneurs to write content that connects. 
 
Marisa always brings the magic with her. A student 
of Celtic myth and poetry who has been 
practicing energy healing for two decades, she's 
currently writing The Book of Sovereignty: Free the 
Princess, Crown the Queen, Embrace the Wise Woman. 
 
Read her stories, explore her writing advice and learn 
more about working with her: www.marisagoudy.com

http://www.marisagoudy.com/
http://www.marisagoudy.com/
http://www.marisagoudy.com/

